
SeoSiteCheckup Report

Overall score for http://dailyseoblog.com
Your Score is 90/100

7 Important Fixes
4 Semi-Important Fixes
42 Passed Checks

Title
The <title> tag is required in all HTML documents and it defines the title of the document. This tag 
displays the page title in browsers toolbar and in the search-engine results (SERPs). It also provides a 
title for the page when it is added to favorites. A descriptive <title> tag is important in helping search 
engines determine your web page's relevancy for certain keywords.

The title of your page have a length of 48 characters. Most search engines will truncate titles to 70 
characters.

SEO, SEM, Social Media Tips for Online Marketing

Description
The meta description tag is meant to be a short and accurate summary of your page content. This 
description can affect your search engine rankings and can also show up directly in search engine 
results (and affect whether or not the user clicks through to your site).

The meta description of your page have a length of 71 characters. Most search engines will truncate 
meta descriptions to 160 characters.

Get better ranks on search engines with SEO, SEM and Social Media tips.

Keywords
The meta keywords tag allows you to provide additional text for search engines to index along with 
the rest of what you've written on your page. Meta keywords can emphasize a particular word or 
phrase in the main body of your text.

The meta-keywords tag is missing from your page. You should include meta-keywords to help 
indicate what your page is about to search engines.
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HOW TO FIX

In order to pass this test you must include a meta-keywords tag in your page header (<head>

section):

<head>
	<meta name="keywords" content="keyword1, keyword2, keyword3">
</head>

Separate keywords with commas and don't use any other punctuation beyond commas.
Note that in HTML the <meta> tag has no end tag but in XHTML this tag must be properly closed.

Most Common Keywords Test
Check the most common keywords & their usage (number of times used) on your web page.

It appears that you can further optimize the density of your keywords above. Various sources indicate 
that a safe keyword density should range between 2-4% for your targeted keywords.

seo - 33 times - 4.21%

marketing - 27 times - 3.45%

google - 17 times - 2.17%

content - 14 times - 1.79%

search - 12 times - 1.53%

HOW TO FIX

In order to pass this test, you must optimize the density of your primary keywords displayed 
above.
If the density of a specific keyword is below 2% you must increase it and if the density is over 4% 
you must decrease it.

Keyword Usage
This describes if your most common keywords are used in your title, meta-description and meta-
keyword tags.
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Your most common keywords are not appearing in one or more of the meta-tags above. Your primary 
keywords should appear in your meta-tags to help identify the topic of your webpage to search 
engines.

Keyword(s) included in Meta-Title Tag

Keyword(s) included in Meta-Description Tag

Keyword(s) not included in Meta-Keywords Tag

HOW TO FIX

First of all, you must make sure that your page is using the title, meta-description and meta-
keywords tags.
Second, you must adjust these tags content in order to include some of the primary keywords 
displayed above.

<h1> Headings Status
This indicates if any H1 headings are used in your page. H1 headings are HTML tags than can help 
emphasize important topics and keywords within a page.

Your page contains H1 headings but all of them have blank content.

HOW TO FIX

In order to pass this test you must indentify the most important topics from your page and insert 
those topics between <h1>...</h1> tags.
Example:

<h1>Important topic goes here</h1>
...
<h1>Another topic</h1>

<h2> Headings Status
This indicates if any H2 headings are used in your page. H2 headings can be helpful for describing the 
sub-topics of a page.

Your page contains H2 headings. Their contents are listed below:

44 Must Have Content Marketing Tools For The New Age Marketer

5 Myths About Link Building, SEOs Should Know The Truth About

Do clicks from search engine queries affect website ranks? Looks like they do.

How To Check If Your Robots.txt File Is Working Properly
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How Brightpod Doubled ItÃ¢Â�Â�s Signup Conversions in 9 Months

SEO And The Problem With Glamorization Of Content Marketing!

4 Rising Trends in Social Media Marketing To Watch Out For

How To Generate Automatic SEO Reports via Google Analytics

Finally, A Google Rank Tracking Tool, ThatÃ¢Â�Â�s Just Perfect!

How SEO has changed after the Panda 4.0 update

Why Google+ exists even if you donÃ¢Â�Â�t use it as much

Robots.txt Test
Search engines send out tiny programs called spiders or robots to search your site and bring 
information back so that your pages can be indexed in the search results and found by web users. If 
there are files and directories you do not want indexed by search engines, you can use the "robots.txt" 
file to define where the robots should not go.
These files are very simple text files that are placed on the root folder of your website: 
www.yourwebsite.com/robots.txt.
There are two important considerations when using "robots.txt":
- the "robots.txt" file is a publicly available file, so anyone can see what sections of your server you 
don't want robots to use;
- robots can ignore your "robots.txt", especially malware robots that scan the web for security 
vulnerabilities;

Congratulations, your site uses a "robots.txt" file and the URL is: http://dailyseoblog.com/robots.txt. 
You may want to use Google's robots.txt analysis tool to check that you are using valid syntax and 
confirm the directories that you are allowing/blocking for robots.

Sitemap Test
This test check if your website is using a "sitemap" file: sitemap.xml, sitemap.xml.gz or 
sitemapindex.xml.
Sitemaps are an easy way for webmasters to inform search engines about pages on their sites that are 
available for crawling. In its simplest form, a sitemap is an XML file that lists URLs for a site along with 
additional metadata about each URL (when it was last updated, how often it usually changes, and how 
important it is, relative to other URLs in the site) so that search engines can more intelligently crawl 
the site.

Congratulations! Your site has a "sitemap" file and the URL is http://dailyseoblog.com/sitemap.xml. 
You may want to confirm that you've submitted your sitemap to Google and that it is correctly 
formatted.
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Favicon Test and Validator
Check if your site is using and correctly implementing a favicon.
Favicons are small icons that appear in your browser's URL navigation bar. They are also saved next to 
your URL's title when bookmarking that page. They can help brand your site and make it easy for 
users to navigate to your site among a list of bookmarks.

  Congratulations! Your website appears to have a favicon.

Page Objects
Check the full list of objects requested by your page.

Total objects: 46; Html pages: 4; Images: 28; Css files: 5; Scripts: 5; Css images: 4; Video files: 0;
Your page has more than 20 http requests, which can slow down page loading. You can try reducing 
http requests through various methods such as using text instead of images, using css sprites, using 
data URIs instead of images, or combining several external files together into one.

Html files
http://www.dailyseoblog.com/
http://www.facebook.com/plugins/likeb…how_border=false&appId=114619738668759
http://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/pa…ml/r20140715/r20140417/zrt_lookup.html
https://www.facebook.com/plugins/like…how_border=false&appId=114619738668759

CSS files
http://www.dailyseoblog.com/wp-conten…e_dab8e495145640bdeafd62e9f55264a9.css
http://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Bitter:400,700
http://fonts.googleapis.com/css?famil…atin-ext,greek,cyrillic-ext,vietnamese
http://fonts.googleapis.com/css?famil…atin-ext,greek,cyrillic-ext,vietnamese
http://fonts.googleapis.com/css?famil…atin-ext,greek,cyrillic-ext,vietnamese

Scripts
http://www.dailyseoblog.com/wp-conten…ze_9df5bbdf064f13c705f7683002e4af95.js
http://pagead2.googlesyndication.com/pagead/js/adsbygoogle.js
http://www.gstatic.com/pub-config/ca-pub-5880356729216407.js
http://www.google-analytics.com/analytics.js
https://fbstatic-a.akamaihd.net/rsrc.php/v2/yv/r/sh9-faBNTLB.js

Images
http://249eil3anzaa12v8hjvk4x58ym.wpe…wp-content/uploads/2014/07/dsblogo.png
http://1.gravatar.com/avatar/9e636d3f…3a11cd5ca435acc9bb6523536%3Fs%3D52&r=G
http://0.gravatar.com/avatar/2f4775ef…3a11cd5ca435acc9bb6523536%3Fs%3D52&r=G
http://0.gravatar.com/avatar/edb859e1…3a11cd5ca435acc9bb6523536%3Fs%3D52&r=G
http://0.gravatar.com/avatar/24c13ee1…3a11cd5ca435acc9bb6523536%3Fs%3D52&r=G
http://1.gravatar.com/avatar/924eb666…3a11cd5ca435acc9bb6523536%3Fs%3D52&r=G
http://0.gravatar.com/avatar/048f9cf5…3a11cd5ca435acc9bb6523536%3Fs%3D52&r=G
http://0.gravatar.com/avatar/066b9327…3a11cd5ca435acc9bb6523536%3Fs%3D52&r=G
http://0.gravatar.com/avatar/023cc9aa…3a11cd5ca435acc9bb6523536%3Fs%3D52&r=G
http://www.elegantthemes.com/affiliates/banners/160x600.gif
http://www.dailyseoblog.com/wp-content/themes/inspirin/images/read-more.png
http://249eil3anzaa12v8hjvk4x58ym.wpe…sts/cache/MTAwMTAwbm9zZW8tbXl0aA==.jpg
http://249eil3anzaa12v8hjvk4x58ym.wpe…e/MTAwMTAwbm9Hb29nbGUtcGx1cy1zZW8=.jpg
http://249eil3anzaa12v8hjvk4x58ym.wpe…9CcmlnaHRwb2RfU2FoaWxfUGFyaWtoMQ==.gif
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http://249eil3anzaa12v8hjvk4x58ym.wpe…Awbm9DaGVja19Sb2JvdHN0eHRfZmlsZQ==.jpg
http://249eil3anzaa12v8hjvk4x58ym.wpe…NpYWxtZWRpYXRyZW5kcy0xMDI0eDU4Mw==.jpg
http://249eil3anzaa12v8hjvk4x58ym.wpe…9jb250ZW50bWFya2V0aW5ncHJvYmxlbXM=.jpg
http://249eil3anzaa12v8hjvk4x58ym.wpe…0yMDE0LTA3LTA5LWF0LTkuMDIuMDYtUE0=.png
http://249eil3anzaa12v8hjvk4x58ym.wpe…9scy1nb29nbGUtcmFuay1jaGVja2luZw==.gif
http://249eil3anzaa12v8hjvk4x58ym.wpe…9nbGUtUGFuZGEtVXBkYXRlLTEwMjR4Njgy.jpg
http://249eil3anzaa12v8hjvk4x58ym.wpe…Awbm9TdG9yeV9UZWxsaW5nX0JyYW5kcw==.png
http://249eil3anzaa12v8hjvk4x58ym.wpe…cache/MTAwMTAwbm9nb29nbGUtcGx1cw==.gif
http://249eil3anzaa12v8hjvk4x58ym.wpe…AwMTAwbm9yZWNvdmVyZ29vZ2xlcGFuZGE=.png
http://249eil3anzaa12v8hjvk4x58ym.wpe…AwMTAwbm93aGF0LWFyZS1zaXRlbWFwcw==.jpg
http://249eil3anzaa12v8hjvk4x58ym.wpe…9pbmJvdW5kLW1hcmtldGluZy1zdWNjZXNz.jpg
http://www.elegantthemes.com/affiliates/banners/divi_300x250.jpg
https://fbstatic-a.akamaihd.net/rsrc.php/v2/y1/r/LVx-xkvaJ0b.png
https://fbcdn-profile-a.akamaihd.net/…190747163339_2348606822292485610_n.png

Css Images
http://www.dailyseoblog.com/wp-conten…/themes/inspirin/images/menu-arrow.png
http://www.dailyseoblog.com/wp-conten…themes/inspirin/images/icon-search.png
http://www.dailyseoblog.com/wp-content/themes/inspirin/images/read-more.png
http://www.dailyseoblog.com/wp-conten…/themes/inspirin/images/list-arrow.png

Code To Text Ratio
Check your webpage source code in order to measure the size of text content compared to the 
structure (HTML code). This percent is not a direct ranking factor for search engines but there are 
other factors that depend on it such as site loading speed and user experience.

Your page size (source code) is 48.14 Kb and your content text size is 8.06 Kb. Your content text 
represents 16.74% from your webpage source code. This is a good text to HTML code ratio!

URL SEO Friendly Test
Check if your website URL and all links from inside are SEO friendly

The URL and all links inside this page are SEO friendly

Broken Links Test
Check your website for broken links

Your page has 117 distinct anchor links. A good practice is to keep the links to a reasonable number 
(under 100).

From 100 distinct anchor links analyzed, none of them appears to be broken.

Google Analytics Test
Check if your website is connected with google analytics

Congratulations! Your website is using the asynchronous version of Google Analytics tracking code.

Underscores in Links Test
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Check your URL and in-page URLs for underscore characters. The general advise is to use hyphens or 
dashes (-) rather than underscores (_). Google treats hyphens as separators between words in a URL – 
unlike underscores.

Congratulations! We have not found underscores in your in-page URLs!

Google PageRank Test
Check Google PageRank for your website.
A Google PageRank (PR) is a measure from 0 - 10 and is determined by a proprietary mathematical 
formula that counts every link to a website as a vote. In essence, your website is put up against every 
other website with similar content and keywords in a popularity contest. Therefore, it is important for 
your website to acquire backlinks from other websites that are essentially giving a vote of confidence 
to your site. 

With your website already cleaned up and shining with outstanding quality content and internal SEO 
methods (keywords, meta tags, etc), you should have a strategy to get your website noticed by 
others. Important pages receive a higher PageRank and are more likely to appear at the top of the 
search results.

Congratulations! Your Google PageRank is 3  just like the average.

Alexa Page Rank Test
Check Alexa Rank for your website.
Alexa Rank mesure the traffic rate of your domain and is determined by the web information company 
Alexa. This company ranks sites based on the amount of traffic (over a period of three months) 
recorded from users that have the Alexa Toolbar installed. The lower your rating on Alexa the better. 
Meaning if you have a ranking under 100,000 then your website should be producing some good 
traffic. The traffic rank depends on the popularity of your website (the number of users who visit your 
site and the number of pages from your site viewed by those users).

Your Alexa Rank (209253) is above 100,000 and the number of backlinks is 338. You might consider that 
your website should produce some more and good traffic. For additional information about your Alexa 
traffic you might check this link.

HOW TO FIX

Some best practices for increase your Alexa Page Rank are listed below: 

The most important thing is the content: write useful and qualitative content
Regularly submit fresh and unique content
Increase the traffic on your site
Generate quality backlinks on your website
Connect to social networking sites
Install Alexa Toolbar on your browser and Alexa Rank Widget into your webpage
Verify your website on Alexa.com
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Image Alt Test
Check all images from your webpage for alt attributes. 
If an image cannot be displayed (wrong src, slow connection, etc), the alt attribute provides 
alternative information. Using keywords and human-readable captions in the alt attributes is a good 
SEO practice because search engines cannot realy see the images. For images with a decorative role 
(bullets, round corners, etc) you are advised to use an empty alt or a CSS background image.

Your webpage has 25 images, 25 of them are unique and all of them has an alt attribute.

Inline CSS Test
Check your webpage HTML tags for inline CSS properties. 
An inline CSS property is added by using the style attribute for a specific tag. By mixing content with 
presentation you might lose some advantages of the style sheets. Is a good practice to move all the 
inlines CSS rules into an external file in order to make your page "lighter" in weight and decreasing the 
code to text ratio.

Your webpage is using 27 inline CSS properties!

HOW TO FIX

Is a good practice to move all the inlines CSS rules into an external file in order to make your 
page "lighter" in weight and decreasing the code to text ratio.

check the HTML code of your page and identify all style attribute
for each style attribute found you must proper move all declarations in the external CSS 
file and remove the style attribute

For example:

<!--this HTML code with inline CSS rule:-->
<p style="color:red; font-size: 12px">some text here</p>
<!--would became:-->
<p>some text here</p>
<!--and the rule added into your CSS file:-->
p{color:red; font-size: 12px}

Media Print Test
Check if your webpage is using media print CSS property for custom printability.

Your webpage doesn't take the advantages of media print CSS rule! Here are some tips on how to set 
up a print style sheet.
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HOW TO FIX

For printing your webpage in a user-friendly format you can use one of these methods:

1. Use a @media print {...} rule at the end of your CSS file (note that specificity and 
precedence rules still apply!)
Example:

@media print { 
	/* your print styles go here */
	#header, #footer, #menu { display: none; } 
	body { font: 12pt georgia,serif; } 
	h1 { font-size: 18pt; } 
	h2 { font-size: 16pt; color: #000; }
}

2. Create and use a print stylesheet:

<link rel="stylesheet" href="print.css" type="text/css" media="print" />

The file, print.css is the print stylesheet, and the media="print" command means that this 
CSS file only gets called up when your page is printed. The only CSS rules you need to put 
in the print stylesheet are ones to override the CSS rules in the main stylesheet (you don't 
need to repeat any colour or branding CSS commands as they'll already be taken from the 
main stylesheet).

In order to decrease the HTTP requests, we recommend method 1 for creating your print styles.

Google Preview
This allows you to see how your webpage might look into a Google search results page. 
A Google search result use your webpage title, url and meta-description in order to display the 
information. If these elements are too long, Google will truncate their content. You are advised to set 
your webpage title up to 70 characters and your webpage description up to 160 characters.

SEO, SEM, Social Media Tips for Online Marketing
http://www.dailyseoblog.com/
Get better ranks on search engines with SEO, SEM and Social Media tips.
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Keywords Cloud
The Keyword Cloud is a visual representation of keywords used on your website. This will show you 
which words are frequently used in the content of your webpage. Keywords having higher density are 
presented in larger fonts and displayed in alphabetic order.

[...] affectarticle austin beginner big blogging brightpod building
businesses changed check click clickscontent conversions
dailyseoblog data days doubled email engine exists facebook file focusgoogle inbound interesting internet it's july justkarthik keywords kinds know let like link looks lot makesmanimarketer marketersmarketingmccabe
media monitor months myths new news online paley panda
panda/penguin people planning plug promote properly queries rank
ranks ratesread remember reports results robots.txtsearchseo seos shares signupsocialsoftware
strategies successful technology things time tool tools
tracking trends true truth update updates use used version website
wordpress working write year

Deprecated HTML Tags
Check if your webpage is using old, deprecated HTML tags. These tags will eventually lose browser 
support and your web pages will render differently. Check this list with all HTML tags.

Congratulations! Your page does not use HTML deprecated tags.

HTML Page Size Test
Check your page's HTML size. HTML size is the size of all the HTML code on your web page - this size 
does not include images, external javascripts or external CSS files.

Congratulations! Your HTML size is 10.23 Kb and this is under the average web page size of 33 Kb.
This helps lead to a faster than average page load time.

HTML Compression/GZIP Test
Check if your page is correctly using HTML compression as it is sent from your server.

Congratulations! Your page is successfully compressed using gzip compression on your code.
Your HTML is compressed from 48.14 Kb to 10.23 Kb (79 % size savings). This helps ensure a faster loading 
web page and improved user experience.
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Page Cache Test
Check if your site is serving cached pages. Caches reduce server-load (since pages are generated less 
often) and speeds up page display (by caching page ouput vs compiling the php-page). Caches also 
reduces bandwidth requirements by up to 80%. Caching makes most sense for high traffic pages 
whose content does not change on every page view. Common caching methods are Quickcache and 
jpcache.

HIT: 3 - Congratulations, this is the caching mechanism currently employed by this web page. Caching
helps speed page loading times as well as reduce server load.

Flash Test
Test if your website is using flash objects.

Your website does not include flash objects

Nested Tables Test
Check if your site is using nested tables, which can slow down page rendering in the user's browser.

Congratulations, your page does not use nested tables. This speeds up page loading time and 
optimizes the user experience.

Image Expires Tag Test
Checks if your page is using an image expires tag, which specifies a future expiration date for your 
images. Browsers will see this tag and caches the image in the user's browser until the specified date 
(so that it does not keep re-fetching the unchanged image from your server). This speeds up your site 
the next time that user visits your site and requires the same image.

Congratulations! Your webpage use 'Expires' header for your images and the browsers will display 
these images from the cache.

Doctype Test
Check for doctype declaration. A document type declaration, or DOCTYPE, defines which version of 
(X)HTML your webpage is actually using and this is essential to a proper rendering and functioning of 
web documents in compliant browsers.

Congratulations! Your webpage has a doctype declaration:

<!DOCTYPE html>

Frameset Test
Check if your website use frames. Frames are used by programmers to display a number of HTML 
documents at the same time. The user gets to see a complete web page, but visiting spiders just see a 
bunch of unrelated pages.

Congratulations! Your webpage does not use frames.
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Site Loading Speed Test
It calculates the total load time of your site.

Your site loading time is around 1.522 seconds and this is under the average loading speed which is 
5 seconds.

JS and CSS Minification Test

Check if your externals JS and CSS files are minified.

Minification is the process of removing all unnecessary characters from source code without changing 
its functionality. These unnecessary characters usually include white space characters, new line 
characters, comments, and sometimes block delimiters, which are used to add readability to the code 
but are not required for it to execute. Removing those characters and compacting files can save many 
bytes of data and speed up downloading, parsing, and execution time.

The compressed code may be harder to debug because it is bunched together, usually, on one line. 
This is why we always recommend keeping a backup copy of your JS or CSS script to use in times 
where debugging is required.

It's important to send as few bytes of CSS and JS markup down the wire as possible. It's not just about 
size, though, it's also about the number of requests to get the bits. In fact, that's often more of a 
problem then file size.

JS Minification Test
This checks if any of external javascript files used in your page is minified

You have more than one JS file. Try combining them into one in order to decrease the number of HTTP 
requests.

MINIFIED JS FILES:

http://www.google-analytics.com/analytics.js

http://www.gstatic.com/pub-config/ca-pub-5880356729216407.js

http://pagead2.googlesyndication.com/pagead/js/adsbygoogle.js

http://www.dailyseoblog.com/wp-conten…ze_9df5bbdf064f13c705f7683002e4af95.js

CSS Minification Test
This checks if any of external javascript files used in your page is minified

You have more than one CSS file. Try combining them into one in order to decrease the number of 
HTTP requests.

MINIFIED CSS FILES:

http://www.dailyseoblog.com/wp-conten…e_dab8e495145640bdeafd62e9f55264a9.css
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NOT MINIFIED CSS FILES:

http://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Bitter:400,700

http://fonts.googleapis.com/css?famil…atin-ext,greek,cyrillic-ext,vietnamese

http://fonts.googleapis.com/css?famil…atin-ext,greek,cyrillic-ext,vietnamese

http://fonts.googleapis.com/css?famil…atin-ext,greek,cyrillic-ext,vietnamese

HOW TO FIX

In order to pass this test you must minify all of your external CSS files. For this task you can use 
an online CSS minifier like YUI Compressor or cssmin.js.

URL Canonicalization Test
Test your site for potential URL canonicalization issues. Canonicalization describes how a site can use 
slightly different URLs for the same page (for example, if http://www.example.com and 
http://example.com displays the same page but do not resolve to the same URL). If this happens, 
search engines may be unsure as to which URL is the correct one to index. Learn more about 
canonicalization issues.

http://dailyseoblog.com and http://www.dailyseoblog.com resolve to the same URL.

Directory Browsing Test
Check if your server allows directory browsing. If directory browsing is disabled, visitors will not be 
able to browse your directory by accessing the directory directly (if there is no index.html file). This 
will protect your files from being exposed to the public. Apache web server allows directory browsing 
by default. Disabling directory browsing is generally a good idea from a security standpoint.

Congratulations! Your server has disabled directory browsing.

Libwww-perl Access Test
Check if your server allows access from User-agent Libwww-perl. Botnet scripts that automatically look 
for vulnerabilities in your software are sometimes identified as User-Agent libwww-perl. By blocking 
access from libwww-perl you can eliminate many simpler attacks.

Congratulations! Your server does not allows access from libwww-perl User-Agent.

Server Signature Test
Check if your server signature is on. Turning off your server signature is generally a good idea from a 
security standpoint.

Congratulations, your server signature is off.
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Plaintext Emails Test
Check your webpage for plaintext email addresses. Any e-mail address posted in public is likely to be 
automatically collected by computer software used by bulk emailers (a process known as e-mail 
address harvesting). A spam harvester can read through the pages in your site and extract email 
addresses which are then added to bulk marketing databases and the result is more spam in your 
inbox.

Congratulations! Your webpage does not include email addresses in plaintext.

Website IP Check
Check the IP address of your website.

Your website ip address is: 173.255.200.106

IP Canonicalization Test
Test your site for potential IP canonicalization issues. Canonicalization describes how a site can use 
slightly different URLs for the same page (for example, if your site�s IP address and domain name 
display the same page but do not resolve to the same URL). If this happens, search engines may be 
unsure as to which URL is the correct one to index. Learn more about canonicalization issues.

Your site's IP 173.255.200.106 successfully redirects to http://www.dailyseoblog.com/.

Safe Browsing Test
Check if your website is listed with malware or phishing activity.

This site is not currently listed as suspicious (no malware or phishing activity found).

Media Query Responsive Test
Test if your website implements responsive design functionalities using media query technique

Congratulations, your website uses media query technique, which is the base for responsive design 
functionalities.
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Mobile Snapshot
See how your website render on a mobile device.

Social Media Check
Test if your website connects to at least one of the most important social networks.

Congratulations your website is connected successfuly with social media using:  Facebook;
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Social Media Activity
Check the activity on social media networks of your website or URL. This activity is measured in total 
number of shares, likes, comments, tweets, plusOnes and pins and this activity covers only your URL 
and not social media accounts linked with your webpage.

Your website has a low social media activity. Search engines are increasingly using social media 
activity to determine which pages are most relevant for keyword searches. In order to increase your 
page rank and to increase revenue generated through organic search you are adviced to increase your 
website social media engagement.

Facebook Likes: 3, Facebook Shares: 7, Facebook Comments: 0

Tweets: 19

Google PlusOnes: 88

No activity on Pinterest!
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